Information for the Math 112 Final Exam – Fall 2015

The Math 112 Final Exam is scheduled for Monday, December 14, 2015, from 8 am-10 am.

A list of exam rooms by section can be found on the Math Department’s Math 112 website before the exam date.

You need to arrive to the Final Exam no later than 7:45 am in order to provide time to check student ID cards, and distribute exam materials.

Exam Structure and Length
- The exam is 200 points of your grade in the course.
- The exam is cumulative, and as such, will cover the entire body of material in the course.
- There will be 40 multiple choice questions worth 5 points each.
- The exam is closed note and closed book.
- You will have 2 hours to complete the exam.
- You will be bubbling in answers on an answer sheet AND circling answers in your exam booklet.
- You will NOT need any additional scratch paper for this exam. There will be adequate space on the exam to do any scratch work you need.
- Students arriving late to the exam will NOT be given extra time. Any student arriving after 9 am will NOT be allowed to take the exam.
- Students who finish the exam early must remain in the exam room until 9 am.
- Two formulas will be given: \( A = P \left(1 + \frac{r}{n}\right)^{nt} \) and \( A = Pe^{rt} \).

Study Aid
- There is a study aid for the exam (with answers) posted on the Math 112 homepage.
- The final exam study aid contains problems from the Class Notes packet, and the questions on the study aid indicate the specific question or question type from the Class Notes. Students may want to complete the problem set without consulting their notes, textbook, tutors, or instructor. Upon completing the problem set, check your answers with those at the end of the study guide and seek assistance with those questions you got wrong.
- Additionally, students should consult the midterm exam study aids, as they contain questions from the first 2 exams in the course.
- Start your studying now and do it in manageable pieces. Don't wait until the night before to do all of your studying. There are simply too many problems to do in the study aid in one night.
- Do not rely on tutors, instructors, or friends to do the problems for you, since they will not be able to assist you on the final exam.
Allowable Items and Forbidden Items

- You are required to bring your own working graphing calculator to the exam as stated in the general and section policies posted on the 112 homepage. Cell phones CANNOT be used in lieu of a calculator.
- Wearable technologies, such as an Apple iWatch, are strictly forbidden. Students must remove these items and put them away during the exam period.
- Students are forbidden from sharing a calculator during the exam.
- Your calculator is to be cleared of all programs except possibly for the QUADRATIC FORMULA program.
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- Students whose calculators contain programs other than the ones stated or contain “crib notes” are in violation of the Student Code of Academic Integrity and are subject to disciplinary action by the university.
- Random checks of calculators may be performed before or during the Final Exam.
- The only items you are allowed to have on your desk during the exam are:
  - Exam
  - Exam Answer sheet
  - #2 pencil and eraser
  - Calculator (taken out of its case)
- Any and all electronic devices other than your calculator (cellphones, iPods, iWatches, etc.) MUST BE TURNED OFF & PUT AWAY DURING THE ENTIRE EXAM. If an electronic device goes off during the exam, it is considered a violation of the student code of academic integrity and therefore subject to disciplinary action by the university.

Photo ID

- ALL students are required to bring their CATCARDS to the exam. Students who do not bring their CATCARDS to the exam may NOT be allowed to take the exam.